minimal windows®...MAXIMUM VIEW!

Become part of Keller Minimal Windows SA

To strengthen our team we are looking for an

ARCHITECT CONSULTANT

(m/f/d)

We are looking for a dynamic extroverted Architect Consultant who is passionate about Bauhaus
design building products that customers love. You will join a dynamic and fast-paced environment and
work with cross-functional teams to specify, build and roll-out minimalistic design windows that deliver
the company’s vision and strategy.
Your tasks
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Provide guidance to clients on improving efficiency in their enterprises by identifying areas of overlap and
recommending architecture improvements
Provide technically competent and aesthetically sensitivity solutions suitable to open space and minimalistic environment
Offer technical knowledge to ensure projects are designed to provide best design solution
Educate and suggest clients and architects best minimal windows® modular solution and modern industry trends
Engage in pre-sales support and maintain and expand current accounts
Prepare design revisions (Revit BIM) as needed during construction and implement requirements of building codes and standards
Provide schematic design solutions, space planning, drawing layout presentation, develop 3D models and renderings for client
presentations is considered as an advantage

Your profile
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

You have a Bachelor’s / Master‘s degree in architect field or technical consultant
You are enthusiastic to become the specialist in this minimalistic field
High affinity for design products and development with modern digital tools
Solid technical background with understanding for technical digital drawings
Good creative skills to ensure joint understanding with architects
You like to communicate and to inspire professionals and future homeowners by exploring their own house dreams
You have excellent written and verbal communication skills in English, French or German
Microsoft & CAD know-how or equivalent preferred

We offer
*
*
*

A dynamic and future-oriented working environment
A varied and responsible job in an international environment
A secured job as well as a performance-oriented salary

Keller Minimal Windows SA
38-40, route de Wilwerdange | 9911 Troisvierges | Luxemburg
T: +352 28 38 66 01 | humanresources@keller-minimal-windows.com

